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The Monthly Army List 1915 in the past while visiting the first world war battlefields the author often wondered where the various
victoria cross actions took place he resolved to find out in 1988 in the midst of his army career research for this book commenced
and over the years numerous sources have been consulted victoria crosses on the western front second battle of bapaume is
designed for the battlefield visitor as much as the armchair reader a thorough account of each vc action is set within the wider
strategic and tactical context detailed sketch maps show the area today together with the battle lines and movements of the
combatants it will allow visitors to stand upon the spot or very close to where each vc was won photographs of the battle sites
richly illustrate the accounts there is also a comprehensive biography for each recipient covering every aspect of their lives warts
and all parents and siblings education civilian employment military career wife and children death and burial commemoration a
host of other information much of it published for the first time reveals some fascinating characters with numerous links to many
famous people and events
The Army List 1911 this is the history of the 5th northern general hospital and its satellites during the great war mobilised in 1914
this unit of the ramc took over an old asylum now leicester university but within weeks had grown in influence to administer
dozens of other hospitals and convalescent homes in several adjacent counties to the locals in leicester and the surrounding
county it was almost always the base hospital a focus of generous charity and a tangible symbol of their and the nation s sacrifice
this is a story of courage and of pain of bureaucracy and imagination hard work generosity and loss it is a story told in the words
of those who served or suffered and were made whole again it is told through eyewitness accounts and archive images the story
of leicester s base hospital may be applied to all the mainland hospitals what was true of leicester during the great war was
repeated throughout the kingdom every aspect of life in the hospital is examined there are chapters on the staff of the hospital
ramc and nursing as well as the vads both men and women its patients and facilities there is a detailed account of the growth of
the buildings and an exhaustive tour of the site as well as chapters on the north evington war hospital and other satellite
hospitals and convalescent homes
Victoria Crosses on the Western Front 2022-09-15 in the past while visiting the first world war battlefields the author often
wondered where the various victoria cross actions took place he resolved to find out in 1988 in the midst of his army career
research for this book commenced and over the years numerous sources have been consulted victoria crosses on the western
front battles of the hindenburg line st quentin beaurevoir cambrai 1918 and the pursuit to the selle is designed for the battlefield
visitor as much as the armchair reader a thorough account of each vc action is set within the wider strategic and tactical context
detailed sketch maps show the area today together with the battle lines and movements of the combatants it will allow visitors to
stand upon the spot or very close to where each vc was won photographs of the battle sites richly illustrate the accounts there is
also a comprehensive biography for each recipient covering every aspect of their lives warts and all parents and siblings
education civilian employment military career wife and children death and burial commemoration a host of other information
much of it published for the first time reveals some fascinating characters with numerous links to many famous people and
events
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The Base Hospital 2022-11-11 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Victoria Crosses on the Western Front – Battles of the Hindenburg Line - St Quentin, Beaurevoir, Cambrai 1918 and
the Pursuit to the Selle 2024-04-30 in the past while visiting the first world war battlefields the author often wondered where
the various victoria cross actions took place he resolved to find out in 1988 in the midst of his army career research for this book
commenced and over the years numerous sources have been consulted victoria crosses on the western front battles of the
hindenburg line canal du nord is designed for the battlefield visitor as much as the armchair reader a thorough account of each
vc action is set within the wider strategic and tactical context detailed sketch maps show the area today together with the battle
lines and movements of the combatants it will allow visitors to stand upon the spot or very close to where each vc was won
photographs of the battle sites richly illustrate the accounts there is also a comprehensive biography for each recipient covering
every aspect of their lives warts and all parents and siblings education civilian employment military career wife and children
death and burial commemoration a host of other information much of it published for the first time reveals some fascinating
characters with numerous links to many famous people and events
By-laws of the Montreal General Hospital [microform] 2021-09-10 to assist commanders and personnel officers in
determining or establishing the eligibility of individual members for campaign participation credit assault landing credit unit
citation emblems and occupation duty credit for world war ii and for the korean war
The Medical Department of the United States Army in World War II. 1964 the australian imperial force first raised in 1914 for
overseas war service became better known by its initials the aif there was a distinct character to those who enlisted in the
earliest months and who were destined to fight on gallipoli during the war the aif took its place among the great armies of the
world on some of history s oldest battlefields the australians would attack at the dardanelles enter jerusalem and damascus
defend amiens and ypres and swagger through the streets of cairo paris and london with their distinctive slouch hats and
comparative wealth of six shillings per day however the legend of the aif is shrouded in myth and mystery was beersheba the last
great cavalry charge in history did the aif storm the red light district of cairo and burn it to ground while fighting running battles
with the military police was the aif the only all volunteer army of world war i graham wilson s bully beef and balderdash shines an
unforgiving light on these and other well known myths of the aif in world war i arguing that these spectacular legends simply
serve to diminish the hard won reputation of the aif as a fighting force graham wilson mounts his own campaign to rehabilitate
the historical reputation of the force and to demonstrate that misleading and inaccurate embellishment does nothing but hide the
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true story of australia s world war i fighting army bully beef and balderdash deliberately tilts at some well loved windmills and for
those who cherish the mythical story of the aif this will not be comfortable reading yet given the extraordinary truth of the aif s
history it is certainly compelling reading
Activities of Surgical Consultants 1962 this reference book provides information on 24 000 confederate soldiers killed wounded
captured or missing at the battle of gettysburg casualties are listed by state and unit in many cases with specifics regarding
wounds circumstances of casualty military service genealogy and physical descriptions detailed casualty statistics are given in
tables for each company battalion and regiment along with brief organizational information for many units appendices cover
confederate and union hospitals that treated southern wounded and federal prisons where captured confederates were interned
after the battle original burial locations are provided for many confederate dead along with a record of disinterments in 1871 and
burial locations in three of the larger cemeteries where remains were reinterred a complete name index is included
Register of the University of California 1939 for two thousand years london has been at the heart of britain s development as a
nation providing a focus for its political life the military element is now usually visible only through the pageantry which attends
royal occasions but this masks a more serious underlying intent frequently the target for both foreign invaders and domestic
factions it has been required to defend itself against everything from seaborne raiders to aerial bombardment and the threat of
nuclear war at the same time the direction of military affairs has been centred on london along with the military infrastructure of
barracks depots magazines dockyards and munitions factories the evidence for much of this can be seen in the landscape from
the mediaeval tower of london and the underground nuclear citadels in the urban centre to the royal palaces moated sites
airfields and anti invasion defences in the suburbs and the green belt this book describes the various elements of london s
military heritage and places them in their historical and social context from the castles and strong houses of the mediaeval and
tudor monarchs and statesmen to the pseudo fortresses of the victorian militia and rifle volunteers the airfields of the anti
zeppelin fighters of the royal flying corps and the battle of britain bases of the raf to the pillboxes of the defences against
invasion in 1940 and the anti nuclear defences of the cold war and beyond
United States Army Directory 1923 reprint of the original first published in 1869
The Medical Department 1992 few series in the history of tv have commanded a larger or more loyal audience for as many years
as general hospital ever since its debut on abc in 1963 this scrapbook offers a panoramic portrait of the entire saga from the very
beginning to the present day in a suspenseful storyline dramatizing the plot year by year you ll relive every steamy moment
every poignant romance every breathtaking betrayal from the soap that s renowned for its adventure intrigue sophisticated
comedy pure passion life death drama laced with behind the scenes anecdotes form the stars little known facts about the show
this is the definitive keepsake album of this daytime series hundreds of photos
Victoria Crosses on the Western Front – Battles of the Hindenburg Line – Canal du Nord 2023-09-30 prepared by
residents and attending physicians at massachusetts general hospital this pocket sized looseleaf is one of the best selling
references for medical students interns and residents on the wards and candidates reviewing for internal medicine board exams
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in bulleted lists tables and algorithms pocket medicine provides key clinical information about common problems in internal
medicine cardiology pulmonary medicine gastroenterology nephrology hematology oncology infectious diseases endocrinology
and rheumatology this fifth edition is fully updated and includes a sixteen page color insert with key and classic abnormal images
if you purchased a copy of sabatine pocket medicine 5e isbn 978 1 4511 8237 8 please make note of the following important
correction on page 1 36 oral anticoagulation chest 2012 141 e531s ehj 2012 33 2719 circ 2013 127 1916 all valvular af as stroke
risk very high nonvalv af stroke risk 4 5 y anticoag 68 stroke use a risk score to guide rx chads2 chf 1 point htn 1 age 75 y 1 dm 1
prior stroke tia 2 cha2ds2 vasc adds 65 74 y 1 75 y 2 vasc dis mi ao plaque or pad 1 1 score ³2 anticoag score 1 consider
anticoag or asa latter reasonable if risk factor age 65 74 y vasc dis or antithrombotic rx even if rhythm control score corrected rx
options factor xa or direct thrombin inhib non valv only no monitoring required or warfarin inr 2 3 w ufh bridge if high risk of
stroke if pt refuses anticoag consider asa clopi or even less effective asa alone nejm 2009 360 2066 please make note of this
correction in your copy of sabatine pocket medicine 5e immediately and contact lww s customer service department at 1 800 638
3030 or 1 301 223 2300 so that you may be issued a corrected page 1 36 you may also download a pdf of page 1 36 by clicking
here all copies of pocket medicine 5e with the isbn 978 1 4511 9378 7 include this correction
Unit Citation and Campaign Participation Credit Register 1961 this reference work chronicles and categorizes more than
23 000 union casualties at gettysburg by generals and staff and by state and unit thirteen appendices also cover information by
brigade division and corps by engagements and skirmishes by state by burial at three cemeteries and by hospitals casualty
transports incarceration records and civilian casualty lists are also included
Bully Beef & Balderdash 2012-03-15 one of a series of reports on institutions for the relief and care of the dependent and
delinquent classes this report includes homes of various types for adults or children organizations for the protection and care of
children and institutions for the sick or disabled and for the blind and deaf it emphasizes the type of institution giving in each
case its location and describing its purpose the class of inmates received and its financial status p 11
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